Myth-man wrestles Snoods

Dear Editor

SNAG A RAM, again:

Perhaps there's a clique of health freaks at SOUNDS AUSTRALIAN: SALAD'N' OATS RUIN US. Perhaps you are seen as A SULTAN'S DINOSAUR? Perhaps you should ASSAIL UNSOUND ART or expand your business, offering ISLAND TOURS, SAUNA (but beware of LOUD RATS IN SAUNAS). Get into cartography, and help put Australia on the map - did you know that there was a RUN ON SAUDI'S ATLAS? Have you been pushing Indian music lately? - I heard someone cry out, as I was walking past SOUNDS AUSTRALIAN the other day: 'IT, A SAROD, ANNULS US. It's as LOUD AS A NUN'S SITAR'. Is it true that SOUNDS AUSTRALIAN ASTOUNDS AS URINAL? Is your biggest problem at the moment not the funding cut but a plague of ants? (ALAS! ANTS DO RUIN US! - or is it that too many SONATAS RUIN US, LAD?) Have you been getting into non-musical politics? (the Indonesian Foreign Minister throws a tantrum at the United Nations: SOUR ATLAS'S U.N. DIN, then dismisses James Dunn's book "Timor - A People Betrayed" out of hand: ATLAS: DUNN IS SOUR, says the headline). You are too polite - you should be AS SID NOLAN: TAURUS. Publish musicologist Richard Toop's yearly record of Australian compositions played on the ABC: R.T. ANNAL ASSIDUOUS. Get Albert Landa to give a recital of contemporary English music, but be careful: LANDA RUINS SOUSTA. Did you know that Ian Shanahan now RUNS AN ADULT OSSIA? Is he a SAURIAN SALON STUD? LASSO A STUD! RUN, IAN! Every time Simon Templar meets his cleaning woman, Laura, he gets an erection: 'SAINT'S USUAL 'ARDON, I see', she says. How's your son? Simon asks. 'LAURA'S SON A NUDIST', she says. Is it fair to refer to members of the Music Performance Committee as OUR ANNUAL SADISTS? All this is enough to make a Spaniard cry out 'O! ANDALUSIAN TRUSS!' 
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